
 

 

 

Second letter (copy) 

Dear sir/madam 

In response to my question, you sent me a suitable response and I was so pleased 
to hear from your  future cooperation whit  Iranian  client companies , I am taking 
of permission two platforms for industrial development , also a cluster for Hallal 
food and inanition to establish silicon valley that I had certificate about that:   

1.  The government has decided that The development of the country's 
ecosystems and each ecosystem consists of 50 to 100 villages those it  in 
plan of development plan , we need to alternant industries, changing of 
those to final product whit maximum value added and create employment 
for the youth of those areas, we have most diversities ecosystems in iran 
and many of them are rare , I would like to start  by foreign technological 
organizations  one of those ecosystems projective platform and I will send 
necessity information for every licensor who  would like to cooperation 
whit  Iranian  clients’  companies  in future base on runtime as; feasible 
study ,specs, the agent bank  and etc.in this platform needs to batching 
machinery (discontinually) .  

2. The second platform is  an industrial town  To modernize its technology and 
that needs to continued plant and  at least 500 factories in the place one 
that fortunately specified place and Production halls and should be   
Determine the developmental found and how about foreign participation, 
off course  , any transfer technology( license technology)  needs 14 stages 
for all transfer it by 65 technical documents, and must be exchange 
information The two sides ( licensor and licensee) and Obviously, Any 
success in two platforms( as pattern) will take up enjoyment in private 
sectors  for two partners . 



3. I picked the certificate silicon plant 1o years ago, and this plan in the best 
place on iran In terms of climate and   surrounded between see and 
prosperous mountains, there are Land and some features and it needs to 
foreign investment, All my options for this project is, If necessary I can send 
the summery of this plan for Investors volunteers. 

4. These plans are pattern -industrial model and For this amount would not 
end is not the purpose of passing, and it is generalizable, and its 
continuation depends to technical cooperation, the emergence of loyalty 
coefficients,  
the accuracy of the assumptions of sustainable development and  
establishing a post-industrial company whit partners and gathering of 
experts highlight advisers and This partnership gives us the intelligence 
side. 

5. I would like to do many new activities In creating post-industrial markets, 
creation of Hallal cluster by 10 trillion USD (the value and volume of the 
present market was two trillion $ and one-third of that in china’s hand), 
General plan is known to me and I have written many details, so, the 
diversities participations in this huge project, there are many benefits for 
participants.  

6. Ladies and gentlemen, it is finished, Past assumptions of classical 
economics, new classic and capitalisms, and the future of the world 
economy depends on assumptions those I put of many articles in web-site 
(www.elmemofid.cm), try to have communicated more and we exchange 
correct information to prepare ourselves for necessary participation  
with what we have and just gain our interests. 

Best regards  

Mahmoud Saneipour 

11/3/17 

  مکاتبات با شرکت ھای تکنولوژیست وسازندگان ماشین آلات

http://www.elmemofid.cm/


Request for transfer the technology of production stone fruits line 

Like: stone grapes, peach, pistachio, vellow variety of autumnal plum  ،sour 
herry ، tangerine  ،  Pomegranate  ،  Persimmon ،apple Orange، Mango ،Figs   ، Oak ،
Melon،water melon ،Date ،Olive، tomato and sour lemon.  

The request for proposals industrialization of the countryside and Applicants for 
this consultant is provided through  

 Our request for first time, it is a product line related to above mentioned those 
will be accomplished through me and those technology transfers on the way 
license to Iran(through bank to bank) , of course , by contract between licensee 
and licenser and with me present in agreement’s session          

The first demanded portions for this transfer:  

1. Technology reference  

2. Transfer time 

3. price range for every production line 

4. request for proposal 

5. visit& negotiation 

6. preparing for commencement date 

7. how about erection date  

8. pre,commisisioning 

9. commissioning  

10. start up 

11. provisional acceptance certificate  

12. final acceptance certificate 

13. training  



14. tactical assistance  

15. agency and representative  

16. supply of production media  

17.  engineering services  

18. Supply of parts components and spare parts  

19.  Guarantee  

20. Using of water, gas, electricity and so on.  

Obviously, we will do feasible study this projects( by COMFAR III) whit your 
information and next we will take necessary action about these matter as usual 
that I did in during 30 years in Iran( please refer to my resume  is attached in 39 
skills professionally ( interdisciplinary Experts and LLL )        

In addition, with due attention to my territory of specialty, you can send me any 
RFP for expansion your business in Iran when be appropriate opportunities   

Best regards  

Mahmoud saneipour 

10/17/2017 

 


